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In this paper we suggest ageneralization ofthe well known ancept of matroid. This includes 
as special cases generalized matroids due to A. Frank and some examples of ‘Linking of 
matroids by linking systems’ by A. Schrijver in addition to matroids. We do not see any direct 
relationship between this concept and that of greedoids introduced by Korte and LovasZ. The 
concept generalizes many aspects of matroids. These include combinatorial structures as well as 
optimization Froblems. We hope it will provide a unified framework for many of these 
problems. 
In the last three decades, matroid theory has played an im=oeag role in the 
field of combinatorial optimization [g]. Several equivalent characterizations of 
matroid have been developed. These include, among others, the characterization 
in terms of its submodular ank function, in terms of its independent sets and in 
terms of the optimality of a certain greedy algorithm for a certain combinatorial 
optimization problem [2]. Each of these characterizations hag tgoved effective in 
providing deeper insight into several combinatorial structures And optimization 
problems. 
In this paper we suggest a proper, generalization of the concept of matroid. 
The new system, called pseu&matroid, provides simultaneous generalizations of 
several properties of matroid such as the submodularity of the rank function, 
independence axioms and the greedy algorithm. It includes generalized matmid 
introduced in [3] and various interesting examples of linking systems as defined in 
[6] as special cases. 
In Section 2 we introduce the concept of ’ pseudoma;Laid in terms of the 
otpimality of an algorithm (called generalizeo greedy algorithm) when applied to 
a combinatorial optimization problem. In Section 3 we develop its characterha- 
tion in terms of its independent sets. A polvhedral characterization of a c 
pseudomatroid is given in Section 4. In Section 5, concept of miiitir is 
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Section 6 contains some interesting special cases and finally in Section 
optimization problems associated with a pseudomatroid are discussed. 
7 some 
2. EMinition~ of a pseaadamatroid 
In all of what follows, E is a finite set and F is a nonempty family of subsets of 
E. The pair [E, F] is called a discrete system. 
Now, consider the following combinatorial optimization problem and what we 
term as the generalized greedy algorithm to solve this problem: 
IV&em. Given a discrete system [E, F] and a real number w(e) for each 
element e of E, find an X in F such that w[Xl = max{ w[ Y] : Y in I;}, where for 
anyAcE 
e[A] = 2 w(i). 
icA 
Gene&ized greedy algorithm (GGA) 
Let E=(f,2,..., n} with Jw(iji a iw(jjl whenever i sj. Let A(0) = 0. For 
j=l , . . . , n, A(j) = A( j - I) U {j} if w(j) > 0 and there is a B in F satisfying 
A(j-l)U{j}sBc_A(j-l)U{j,. . . , n) or w(j) GO and there is no B in F 
satismg 
AC-j - 1) s B zA(j - 1) U {j + 1, . . . , n}; A(j) = A( j - 1) otherwise. 
OUrput: A(n). 
II 1. A discrete system [E, F] is a pseudomatroid if the generalized 
greedy algorithm solves the above problem for ail w. 
The members of F se called independent sets of the pseudomatroid. 
n for pseu troid 
Just as in the case of a matroid, a pseudomatroid can also be 
on its independent sets and this is what we do next. 
defined bY axioms 
Let [E, F) be a pseudomatroid. Then (A c B; A, B E F; j E R -A) 3 
(B-{j,&FforsomekEB-A) 
- Al s 2, the result follows ;rhi&Py. Else, consider the following 
PwKiomatrooidr 2Q7 
weights with M being a large positive number and a E (0, i/T): 
l+s if&A 
w(i) = 
1 if&B-(AUj) 
-1-242 ifi=j 
-M if&E-B. 
The greedy algorithm gives the desired result. U 
Lemma 2. Let [E, F] be a pseudomatioid; let A, B E F and let j EA - B. Then 
either (i) B U (j, k} E It’ for some k E A - B or (ii) (B U j) - k E F for some 
kEB-A. 
Proof. With the same meaning for M and a as in Lemma 1 let: 
1+&z if&AnB 
1 if&B-A 
w(i) = -1 ifieA-B-j 
l+a ifi=j 
-M otherwise. 
One application of the greecIy algorithm yields the result. In fact, Lemma 1 is a 
special case of Lemma 2, but has been given separately to highlight he fact that a 
pseudomatroid may not be an independence system but may have holes of a 
specific nature. 
Definition 2. Let [E, F] be a pseudomatroid. [E, F’] with F’ = {x : E - X E F j is 
called the dual of [E, F] and is denoted by [E, F]*. 
The following lemma follows easily from the definition of pseudomatroid. 
Lemma 3. The d& of a pseudomtiruid b a pseudoz+uztroid and the dual of the 
dual is the original pseudomatroid. 
Lemma 4. Let [E, F] be a pseudometroid, let A, B f F and j E A - B. Then either 
(i) A-(j,k}EFforsomekEA-Bor 
(ii) (A U {k}) - {j} E F for some k E B -A. 
of, This follows easily from Lemma 3 and application of Lemma 2 40 
[E, F]*. Cl 
Let [E, F] be a discrete system. Then the foilotiing state~~nk are 
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equivalent: 
(i) [E, F] Ls a pseudomatroid. 
(ii) [E, F] sati@es th e conditions in Lemmas 2 and 4. 
Proof. (i)+(ii) is shown in Lemmas 2 and 4. (ii)+(i): We do this by showing 
that (ii) implies the optimality of the generalized greedy solution to the 
optimization problem on [E, F]. Suppose not; let [E, F] be the corresponding 
system and let Y be the solution produced by the algorithm when X is an optimal 
solution. Let the pair X, Y be chosen so that 1X n Yl is maximum among such 
choices; if there are ties these are broken by selecting the one with minimum 
value of 1X U YI. By supposition, X is not Y. Consider the evolution of the 
greedy algorithm and let the first wrong choice made by it be e; let the set of 
elements selected by the algorithm so far be denoted by the set A. Then 
A g X n Y. Now we consider two cases: 
CM 3. The algorithm selects e E Y - X. This implies that w(e) > 0 and IPV(e)( 2 
lw(j)l for all p r: (X U Y) - A. Hence either X U {e, f) E F for some p E Y - X or 
(XU e) - d E F for some d E X - Y. In any case one of these sets that is the 
applicable case contradicts the manner in which X was selected. 
Cae B. The algorithm rejects e E X - Y and hence w(e) SO and Iw(e)la lw(j)l 
for all jE(XUY)-A. But now either X-{e,f}EF for some VEX-Y or 
(X U Y) - e E F for some j E Y - X. In any case these sets contradict he selection 
of X. Hence the theorem. 
We now state 
pseudomatroid: 
interesting properties of independent sets of a 
on3. FMIN=(X:X~F;thereisnoA~FwithAcX}. 
e6nition 4. E=MA3c ={X:X E F, there is no A E F with A 3 X}. 
ma 5. FiWV forms the set of ba.qes of a matroid on E. 
4. It ca3 be easily verified, using the greedy algorithm, that all members of 
F’MIN have the same cardinality. Now, for any pair A, B E I?MIN and anv 
x EA - B, Lemma 4 above states that there exists a y E B -A such that 
(AU (y}) - {xl E F and since all the members of FMIN have the same 
cardinality, this implies that (A U {y}) - {x} is a member of FMIN. The elements 
of FMIN thus satisfy the exchange axiom of matroids. 0 
X forms the set of bases of a matroid dened on E. 
This follows from Lemma 3 and application of Lemma 5 to [E, F]*. •i 
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krmara 7. Let [E, F] be a pseudomatroid and let A and B be members of F with 
IAl > IBI. Then there exists an x EA - B such that B U x E F or there is a pair, x, 
yEA-BsuchthatBU(x,yjEF. 
Pmof. Suppose not; choose a counter example with maximum value of IA n BI. 
By Lemma 2, we get the desired result if B c A. Hence, there exists an 
x E B - A. Then an application of Lemmai 2 yields the relation: either A U 
{x, y} E F for some y in B -.Aor(AUx)-y~FforsomeyinA-B. Callthis 
set A’. Then in either case IA’ n BI > IA n B(. Hence there exists r EA’ - B such 
that BUrEF or there exist r,sEA’ -B such that B U (I; s} E F. But then 
r, s E A - B; this provides a contradiction to the selection of A and B. 0 
Lemma 8. Let A and B be members of a pseudomatroid [E, F] with IAl < I BI. 
Then there exists an x E B -A such that B -x E F cr there exists a pair 
x,yeB-A such that B - {x, y} E F. 
Proof. This follows from application of Lemma 7 to [E, F]*. 0 
It should be noted that given an initial A E F and a membership testing oracle, 
GGA can be applied to a pseudomatroid in 0( I E13) time. 
4. Polyhedral characterization 
In this section, we shall give a polyhedral characterization of pseudomatroids. 
‘This will yield a generalization of the similar results for matroids [2]. But first we 
shall have to consider some definitions: 
Let E be a finite set and let T = {(X, Y) :X, Y in E; X n Y 2 %‘c be the set of 
all ordered pairs of disjoint subsets of E. 
Definition 5, A function r : T- R is called a genera&z& submodular function on 
E if it satitsfies the folL*ing relation for all pairs of elements (A, B) and (C, D) 
of IF: 
r(A, B) + r(C, D) 3 r(A n C, B n D) 
+r((J-D)U(C-B),(B-C)U(D-A)) (9 
_ ----- Now, consider the following linear program: 
max{wx: x[A, B] s b(A, B) for all (.4, B) in T} (2) 
where w and x are vectors in RIEl, b : T + R and 
x[A, b] = 2 x(i) - 2 x(i) for (A, B) in T. 
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The dual of (2) is given by: 
min c WA, B)yW, B) 
(A.BkT 
s.t. 2 y(A, B) - 2 y(A, B) = w(i) for all r’ in E; 
A:ieA B:ieB 
(A.BW 
(ApB)ETy(A, B) a 0 for all (A, B) in T. 
Definition 6. A matrix B with elements 0, 1 or -1 is said to be signed nested if
(i) each column of B is either a O/l or a O/-i vector; 
(ii) B can be transformed, by column permutations, into a matrix D satisfying 
the property: 
D(i,j)=O$D(i, k)=O foralli, k and j; kaj. (4) 
Dekitioz 7. GX.S program (2) is said to have sign4d nested property if for any 
w in T?lE1 such that (3) has an optimal solution, there exists an optimal solution y* 
to (3) such that the row submatrix of the coefficient matrix of (3) corresponding 
to the positive components of y * is signed nested. 
Let us now consider the following continuous version of the generalized greedy 
algorithm for (2): 
Continuous generalized greedy algorithm (CGGA) 
Let the elements of E = {1,2, . . . , n} be arranged so that [w(i)1 2 Iw(j)l 
whenever i < j. Let A(0) = B(0) = 0; for j = 1, . . . , n define A(j) =A(j - 1) and 
B(j) = B(j - 1) U {j} if w(j) ~0; A(j) =A(j - 1) U [j} and B(j) = B(j - 1) 
otherwise; x(j) = 6’ -* Q qJ+ 6). l f I)) - b(A(j - l), B( j - 1)) The resulting vector x is 
called the continuous gentm&ed greedy solution (CGGS). 
The implication of these defMions should be clear from the following 
theorem: 
0 i (2) has signed nested property. 
0 ii EGGS is an optimal solution to (2) for all vectors w. . . . 
( 1 In The function b(*, 0) in (2) is a generalized submodular function. 
eorem 2. The following statements are equivalent: 
. We show that (i) * (ii) * (iii) =) (i). 
(i)+ (ii): Without loss of generality, we assume that absolute values of the 
components w are distinct. By (i), there exists a signed nested row submatrix Rof 
the cient matrix of (3) ch that zB = w for some z 2 0. Rearrange the 
vari of (3) such that satisfies property (4j. We shall then have 
Jw(i)l 3 Iw( j)l whenever i < j. Furthermore, since the absolute values of the 
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components of w are distinct, B has full row rank and thus x* = B-lb is the 
unique optimal solution to (2). It is easy to check that x * is CGGS. 
(ii) 3 (iii): Given (A, B) and (C, D) in T, define w ac, follows: 
w(i) = 
-2 ifiEAnC 
-2 iffiEBnD 
1 WE((A-D)U(C-B))-(AnC) 
-1 ifi~((B-C)U(D-A))-(BnD) 
0 otherwise. 
Let x* be a CGGS to (2) for the above w. Then, 
x*[AfK,BnD]=b(ATrC,BnD) 
and 
x*[(A-D)U(C-B),(B-C)U(D-A)] 
=b((A-D)U(C-B), (B-c)U(D-A)). 
Since x* is feasible to (2), we aiso have: 
b(A, B) + b(C, D) a*[A, B] +x*[C, D] 
=x*[AnC, BnD]+x*[(A-D)U(C-B),(F-C)U(D-A)] 
=b(AnC, BnD)+b((A-D)U(C-B,(B-C)U(D-A)). 
This proves the result. 
(iii) + (i): For a fixed w such that (3) has an optimal solution, let y * be an 
optimal solution to (3) such that 
c IA U 4 Y&B) 
(A,B)eT 
and 
y optima! for (3)j. (6) 
Let G be the row submatrix of the coefficient matrix of (3!) corresponding to the 
positive components ofy *. 
Claim. G is signed nested. 
dF. If not, there exist (A, B) and (Cj D) in T such that ~6,~) and y&D1 arc 
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positive and ((A $ C OF B $ D) and (C $ A or D $ B)). Define y ’ as follows: 
y&, y) - a if (X, Y) = (A, B) or (C, D) 
((A n C, (B n D)) 
Y& = y&,y)+a if(X, Y)= 
Y?X,V otherwise. 
1 ((A-D)“(:B),(B-C)“(D-A)) 
It is straightforward tocheck that y’ is an optimal solution to (3) and it violates 
either (5) or (6). This proves tine claim and hence the theorem. q 
We shall now state and prove the main results of this section. 
Theorem 3. Let b : T+ R be an integer valued, generalized submodular function 
on E satkying the relations: 
(a) b(@, 0) = 0; 
(b) b(i, f!) = C or 1 for all i in E; 
(c) {A s B; C =, D; (A, C), (R, D) in T) = b(A, C) s b(B, D). 
Then, the extreme points of the polytope 9 in (2) are precisely the characteristic 
vectors of the independent S&G of a pseudomatroid on E. 
Using Theorem 2, the following facts are easy to verify: 
(i) for each w in RIE’ CGGS is an extreme point of 9. 
(ii) if CGGS is a O/l valued vector for each w in Z?@’ then 9 has O/l valued 
extreme points and CGGA is equivalent o GGA applied to the discrete 
system [E, F] where the elements of F are precisely the characteristic sets 
of the extreme points of 9. 
It is therefore sufficient o prove that under the stated conditions, CGGS is O/l 
valued for all w in RIE’ and this follows from the following relations: 
0~ b(X U i: Y) - b(X, Y) s b(i, 0) s 1 
and 
Osb(X, Y)-b(X, YUi)sb(X%, Y)-b(X, Y)61 
forall(X,Y)ETandiET-(XUY). 
This proves the theorem. Ei 
Let [E, F] be a pseudomatroid and for any (A, B) in T let r(A, B) be 
me opnmum z&e oi; & prvl&m: max {w[X) : AT E Fj where w ~3 defined as: 
Then r is an integer valued generalized submodular function that satisfies 
conditions (a), (b) and (c) of Theorem 3 and {x:x[A, B] <r(A, B) for all 
(A, B) E T} is the convex kzdl of the characteristic vectors of the elements of F. 
P’roof. The fact that t(*, l ) is an integer valued function satisfying conditions (a), 
(b) and (e) of Theorem 3 is easy to verify. To show that t(., 0) is a generalized 
submodular function consider any (A, B) and (C, D) in T and define a weight 
function w on E as follows: 
I 
1 ifiE(A-D)U(C-B) 
w(i) = -1 ifiE(B-C)U(D-A) 
0 otherwise. 
Find GGS X using the weight function w on [ E, F] by first considering the 
elements of (A n C) U (B 67 D) followed by the remaining elements of (A - D) U 
(B - C), then the remaining elements of (C - B) U (D - A) and fhrally the 
remaining elements of E. Then, 
r(A, B)+r(C,D)sIXnAl-IXnB(+)XnC(-(XnDI 
=2(IxnAncpIxnBnDl) 
+jXn(A-(CUD))p=IXr,(C- (AUB))I 
-lXn(D-(AUB))I-IXn(B-(CUD))1 
=r(AnC, BnDj+r((A-D)U(C-B), 
(B-C)U(D-A)). 
This proves the theorem. Cl 
We shall call the function r(-, l ) the rank function of the pseu .t,r,qtroid. This 
generalizes the notion of submodular ank function of a matroid. 
L~WII 9, The rank function r*( l , l ) of the dual pseudomatroid [E, F]* is given 
by the relation: 
r*(A, B) = IAl - IBI + r(B, A) for all (A, B) in T. 
5. Minors 
In this section, we shall define the operations of contraction and deletion and 
through these, the notion of minors. 
. Given a discrete system [E, F] and an element i E E, the system 
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[E’, F’] is called a deletion of [E, F] with respect to i where E’ = E - i and 
F’ = 
I 
{A:AEF;i$A} if3AEF; i$A 
(A-i:AEF} otherwise 
and is denoted by [E, F]\i. 
Definition 9. The sysem [[E, F]*\i]* is called a contraction f [E, F] with respect 
to the element i E E and is denoted by the symbol [E, F]/i. 
De6nitlon 10. [E’, F’] is a minor of [E, F] if it can be obtained from [E, F] by 
contracting and deleting some elements ofE. It is easy to verify that the order in 
which these operations are carried out is irrelevant. 
Lemma 10. A minor of a pseudomatroid is a pseudomatroid. 
S&&t forward application of the greedy algorithm. Cl ._ 
Definition ll. Given [E, F], the system [E, F’] with F’= {X:XE F and k~ 
1x1 ok’} for any fixed k and k’ is called a truncation of [E, F]. 
Unlike generalized matroids (where the truncation operation yields a general- 
ized matroid) this operation on a pseudomatroid may not always yield a 
pseudomatroid. Some well known special cases, however, do have this property 
as we shall show later. 
les of pseudomatmids 
We give some *well known special cases flit. Certainly matroids are special 
cases of pseudomatroids; indeed any pseudomatroid that is also an independence 
system is a matroid. There are simple generalizations of special matroids to 
corresponding cases of pseudomatroids such as those of uniform and free 
matrcids. We now give some other examples: 
1. Matching Fseudomatroid. Let G = [V, A] be an undirected graph. Let 
F = {S:S 6, V; G \S has a perfect matching}. I’hen [V, F] is a pseudomatroid. 
2. Let E = S U T where S and Tare disjoint. Let members ofF be subsets of E 
satisfying the relations; (i) [T, F(A)] is a matroid for all A G S where F(.A~ *= 
{X~~T:XEF;XRS~A} and (ii) I.s;,F(B)] is a matroid for all BGT where 
F(B) = {Xn S:X E F; X Ts T E B). Then [E, F] 35 a pseudomatroid. 
We now give more interesting special cases of (2) above: 
3. Let [E, F] be a matroid; let B be a basis of this matroid. Let F’ = {S : S = 
S’ U S” where S’ - B - B’ and S’ = B ’ - B for some basis B ’ of the matroid) . 
Ihen [E, F’] is a pseudomatroid. 
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4. Representable Pseudomatroid. Let R and C denote the rows and columns 
respectively of a matrix defined over any given field. Let E = R U C and let 
P; = {A U B: the submatrix defined by the rows and columns corresponding to A 
and B respectively is nonsingular}. Then, [E, F] is a pseudomatroid. In fact, this 
is a special case of (3) above. 
A useful subclass of representable pseudomatroid is the one corresponding to 
the identity matrix. ‘%Ve call this parity pseudomutroid. 
F&call that FMIN and FNIAX form bases of matroids if [E, F] is a 
pseudomatroid. One question that arises immediately is: “Is the pseudomatroid 
[E, F] uniquely defined by FMIN and FMAX”? The answer is no. However, 
there is a special class of pseudomatroids in which this is ture. These are called 
generalized matroids and were introduced by A. Frank [3j 71. 
Definition I2. [E, F] is a genera&d matroid ifi 
(i) A, BEF; SEA-B implies that either A-~EF or (AUy)-xeF for 
someyEB-A. 
(ii) A, BEF; LEA-B implies that either BUxeF or (BUx)-yctF for 
someyEB-A. 
Lemma 11. Generalized matroids are pseudomatroids; fkther they are uniquely 
defined by FMIN and FMAX; i.e. if [E, F] and [E, F’) are two generalized 
matrokk with FMIN = FMIN’ and FMAX = FMAX’ then they are identical. 
7. Intedon, partition and parity problems 
Now we turn our attention to some traditional types of optimization problems 
in matroids and their generalizations to pseudomatroids. In th; ease of matroids 
the first two are well solved [a] but the third is in generai Picult [S]. Since 
matroids are special cases of pseudomatroids it follows that the parity problem 
will be in general difficult. However, there are some relationships between these 
problems when dealing with pseudomatroids that are not present in matroids and 
we discuss them first. 
Intersection problem 
Let [E, F] and [E, F’] be two discrete systems defined on the same set E. Let 
w(e) be a number associated with the element c of E. The intersection problem is 
to find a set S E F n F’ with maximum value for w[S]. 
Partition problem 
Let [E, F(i)] be discrete systems for i = i, 2, . . . , n. A set S s E is said to be 
partitionable if there are sets Sjij E F(i j such that S(i) n S(j) = 
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S = Ui S(i). Let w(e) be the weight associated with element e of E. The partition 
problem is to find a partitionable set S with maximum w[S]. If we remove the 
restriction that S(i)‘s should be disjoint then we have a covering problem. 
Parity problem 
Let E consist of n distinct pairs of elements of the form (i, i’). Let [E, F] be a 
discrete system with weight w(e) for each element e of E. Tke parity problem is 
to select a subset S in F which includes either both or none of each pair of 
elements and among all such sets has the maximum value of w[S9. 
When [E, F] is a pseudomatroid and we are interested in the covering problem, 
since members of S(i) can without loss be assumed to be from FMAX which are 
bases of a matroid this becomes a covering (and hence a partition) problem on a 
matroid which is well solved [ 1 j. 
Lemma I% 
problems. 
.?ar+v problems on pseudomatroids can be formulated as interxctioti 
Lzt [EB Fj be a pseudomatroid with paired elements. In the parity 
problem we want sets that are members of F with the property that either both or 
none of a pair of elements be selected. Define [E, F’] to be the parity 
pseudomatroid with members of F’ being precisely those sets that have both or 
none from each pair of elements. The parity problem is then equivalent o the 
intersection problem on [E, F] and [E, F’]. 
Since parity problem on a pseudomatroid includes that on a matroid it should 
be clear that this is a difficult problem. This together with the above lemma 
implies that the intersection problem is also difficult in general on pseudoma- 
troids. However, there is a class of pseudomatroids for which the intersection 
-3blem is nicely solvable. This includes generalized matroids, for which an L 
algorithm has been given in [7j. We discuss this class of pseudomatroids 
below. 0 
5;. If the pseudomatroi& [E, F] and [E, FE] are such that their 
truncations are pseudomatroi& then the intersection and partition problems on 
these pseudomatroi& can be solved im polynomial time. 
We shall assume that we are given an oracle for each pseudomatroid 
given an X s E checks if X is independent in that pseudomatroid. In 
addit&, suppose we have an independent set of each possible cardinality for 
each of the pseudomatroids. For a given instance of pseudomatroid intersection 
problem with weight function w, let S E E solve max{ w(A) :A E F fi F’} and let 
= k. us define new weight by w’(e) = w(e) + M for each e in E (here 
is a s iently large integer). S solves the matroid intersection problem 
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on the matroids [E, F^] and [E, FAA] with weight function w’, where FA = 
{XXcYforsome Yin Fand ]Y]=k} and F”“={X:XcYforsome Yin F’ - 
and 1 Y( = k}. Thus we can solve the pseudomatroid intersection problem by 
solving IEI matroid intersection problems, one for each k, each of which can be 
solved in polynomial time using the information provided’. 
Similarly, we can solve the partition problem by converting it to an intersection 
problem as follows: Make as many copies as necessary of elements that are 
repeated in different sets E(i). Let [E, F] be the union pseudomatroid with ‘hese 
disjoint sets E(i); and let [E, F+] be the partition matroid in which members of 
F+ have no more than one of the copies of any element. Now solve the 
intersection problem with these two pseudomatroids in order to solve the original 
partition problem. 0 
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